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This paper considers the incentives of oligopolistic firms to diversify into technologically
related markets when there are diseconomies of scope. There is a rent extraction incentive for
firms to adopt flexible technologies which enable them to enter technologically related markets,
thereby increasing competition. However, this strategic motive leads to inefficiency in production owing to diseconomies of scope. This paper shows that the welfare gain arising from
increased competition is offset by the inefficiency in production, which may lead to lower
welfare than in the case of pure monopoly. This is a counter-example to the contention that
the diversification increases social welfare.

INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognizedthat an importantform of potentialcompetition
mightcome fromfirmsalreadyproducingin technologicallyrelatedindustries.'
We also obseive firms diversifyingfrom a particulartechnologicalbase to
producea widerrangeof outputs(for examplein electronicgoods andvehicles).
The firm'schoice of technologywill determinethe scope the firmshave for this
diversification:firms may have a dedicatedtechnology,which is tailor-made
for producingone output exclusively,or a flexible2technology,which allows
the firmto producea rangeof outputs.This papermodelsthe strategicchoice
betweendedicatedand flexibletechnologiesin an oligopolisticcontext,to determinethe incentivesfor individualfirmsto opt for flexibilityanda widerproduct
lange.
One strandof the existingliteratureon multi-productfirmsfocuses on the
role of economiesof scope as an explanationof diversification(see e.g. Panzar
and Willig 1981; Eaton and Lemche 1991). If we wish to understandwhy
multi-productfirmsexist in competitiveor contestablemarkets,the explanation
will focus on the cost-efficiencyof diversifiedversussingle-productfirms.The
reasonsfor sucheconomiesof scopearerelatedto complementarities
of production, 'quasi-public'inputsand relatedfactors.(See MilgromandRoberts(1990)
for a discussion.)However,if we wish to explainthe limits to diversification,
why a multi-productfirm has a particularrangeof productsand not a larger
one, one must consider(eventual)diseconomiesof scope. Unless it is optimal
for one firm to produceall outputs, there must be eventualdiseconomiesof
scope. Indeed,the essence of much of the move to corporatedivestitureand
're-focusing'in recentyears has been to make efficiencygains by limitingthe
range of activitiesundertakenby firms. There are many examplesin recent
yearsof firmsthat have becomeinefficientas a resultof producingtoo wide a
productrange (e.g. BritishLeylandin the mid-1970s-see Murfin 1982-and
more recentlythe MidlandBank,in the UK).
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In this paper, I argue that the possibilityof over-diversification
may be
endemicin oligopolisticmarkets.By diversifyinginto technologicallyrelated
markets,firmsare able to extractrentsfrom these markets.In the presenceof
economiesof scope, when firms enter each other's marketsthis may have a
beneficialeffecton socialwelfareby leadingto increasedcompetitionand lower
prices(see Branderand Eaton 1984; Calem 1988; Roller and Tombak 1990).
However,in the presenceof (eventual)diseconomiesof scope, there (may) be
a social welfareloss in terms of inefficientproductionto counterbalancethe
beneficialeffectsof more competition.This paperpresentsa model of diversificationwith diseconomiesof scope in which this inefficiencyin production
actuallyoutweighsthe gain from increasedcompetition,resultingin an overall
declinein social welfare.The model presentedis in manyways specific,and as
such might be consideredas an example.

I.

THE MODEL

Thereare two firms,i= 1, 2, and two markets,X and Y. The outputs of each
firmi in marketsX and Y are (xi, y,), and the pricein marketX is given by a
linear Cournot inverse demand curve, where without loss of generalitywe
normalizethe slope coefficientto unity:
(1)

Px =A-(x+x2)

and likewisep". Assumingthis particularform for the demandcurveis a convenientsimplification:it would be easy in principleto generalizeto allow for
the interceptand slope coefficientsto differacrossmarkets(as in Calem1988),
or to allow for the two marketsto be relatedwith non-zerocross-elasticitiesof
demand(as in RollerandTombak1990).3Ourassumptionallowsa particularly
simpleand clearclosed-formsolution.
Turningnow to the issue of firms'technology,we assumethat each firm
has a choice between a flexible technology,whichallowsit to produce both
commodities,and a dedicatedtechnology,which allows it to produceonly a
singlecommodity.Furthermore,we will assumethat firm l's 'home'marketis
X and firm 2's is Y, and that for analyticalconveniencefirmscan possess the
dedicatedtechnology only for their 'home' market. (The results in no way
dependon this.) Rollerand Tombak(1990) assumethat the choiceof a flexible
technologyas opposed to a dedicatedtechnologyhas no implicationfor marginal productioncosts of either output, but has an implicationonly in terms
of fixed costs. However,in this paperwe will,explorethe case wherethereare
diseconomiesof scope, so that flexibilitymay implya loss of efficiencyin terms
of marginalcost as well as fixedcosts. Dedicatedmachinerycan be tailor-made
to suit a particularproduct, and the firm can accumulatelearning-by-doing
experienceif it specializesin producing only one good. The simultaneous
product of two differentoutputs may raise marginalcosts througha loss of
learning-by-doingexperience,and because production methods cannot be
perfectly accommodatedto each output. If the firms choose the dedicated
technologyfor theirhome industry,they incurzero productioncosts. The idea
hereis that with a dedicatedtechnologythe firmfaceszero (constant)marginal
cost, any set-upcost F being alreadyincurredand hence sunk. (It is precisely
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this sunk cost that means that a firm has a 'home' market.) We assume
that if a firmwishes to opt for a flexibletechnology,its joint cost functionis
given by
(2)

C(x, y)= S + cxjy,

This is a special case of the joint cost function used by Eaton and Lemche
(1991, p. 902, equn (1)).4 S20 is the lump-sumcost of purchasingthe flexible
technology,for examplebuyingmore expensivecapitalequipmentcapableof
a wider range of operationalcapabilities,upgradingexisting machinery,or
investingin trainingto make the labourforce more flexible.c is a coefficient
capturing diseconomies of scope as defined by Bulow et al. (1985),5
Thus, if c=0, we have the same (zero) marginalcost as the
02C/axayi =c?0.
dedicatedtechnology(as in Rollerand Tombak 1990,and Branderand Eaton
1984): a larger c implies that the constant marginalcost of each output is
increasingin the outputof the other.Note thatwe areallowingfirmsto diversify
only by adoptinga flexibletechnology:otherwisefirmscould also enterin the
traditionalway by purchasingthe dedicatedtechnologyfor the other firm's
market at cost F. (In this case the entry decision is no differentfrom the
standardanalysis.)
Useful referencepoints are the pure-monopolyoutcome(eachfirmremains
an undiversifiedmonopolistwith its dedicatedtechnology),and the first-best
social outcome.Under pure monopoly,firm 1 chooses output xl to maximize
profits xi(A
(3)

-

xi), yielding (analogously for firm 2)

l =X"
"

=

P"1= A/2:

ni

= A2/4.

Given that the dedicatedtechnologiesare assumedto be free, the first-best
social outcomeis clearlyto have each firmchoosingthe dedicatedtechnology,
and producingthe competitiveoutputX?= I= A, with both pricesat zero. If
S>0, the flexibletechnologycan never be socially optimal: any combination
of outputscan be producedat less cost by two dedicatedsingle-productfirms.
If we comparethe social optimumwith the pure-monopolyoutcome,the social
welfare loss (SWL') in each market is given by the welfare-losstriangle
A2/8, total loss being A'i = A2/4.

II.

EQUILIBRIUM AND TECHNOLOGY

In the case of duopoly with two types of technology,thereare threetypes of
outcomepossible:(1) whereboth firmschoose the dedicatedtechnology,which
gives rise to the standardmonopolyoutcomein each market;(2) whereboth
firmshave a flexibletechnology,so that theremay be mutualentry into each
othershome markets;(3) the asymmetriccase of one-sidedentry, whereone
firmadopts a flexibletechnologyand the other does not.
If both firms have chosen flexible technologiesand incurredcosts S, the
variableprofitsare given for firm 1 (and analogouslyfor firm2) by
(4)

[I1(x, y) =xl(A-xl-x2)

+y1(A-y1-Y2)-cxIyI,
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where x = (x1, x2), y =

(y',

Y2).

This is strictly concave in (xi, yl) for c <2 and

yieldsthe first-orderconditions:
(5)

Xl

=

c
2

A-x2
2

Yi=

--yi;

A-Y2
2

c
2

"I

If c = 0, (5) yields the standardreactionfunctionsfor duopoly with costless
production.If c>0, thenthereare diseconomiesof scope, which leads to a
technologicallink betweenthe choices of outputsin the two markets.Solving
(5) yields (xi, y, ) as a functionof (X2, Y2):
(6a)
(6b)

(C2/2) + 4- c2

xI =X2
A2c2-

y1 2+c
2A
-

2-

C2/2)

+ CX2
C2
4-c

Solving for the Nash equilibriumyields the symmetricsolution x =yi =xF=
yF; pX =pSl=pY

(7a)

F;

ni=

IF:

xF=yF=A/(3

+ c)

A( +c)/(3 + c)

(7b)

pF=

(7c)

[IF=A 2(2 - c)/(3 + c)2 - S.

Note that IF<LIM: mutual entry leads to lower profits than the monopoly
outcome. If c= S= 0, (7) yields the standardCournotduopoly with each firm
producingA/3 and earningA2/9 in each market. As c becomes larger,the
smalleris the equilibriumoutputs and profits,and the higherthe equilibrium
price. It is also useful to note that the equilibriumprice-cost marginp with
mutualentry is:
(8)

(c)-

p

1/(1 + c).

Whileequations(7) characterizean equilibriumfor c in [0, 2), when c? 1 there
is in fact anotherequilibriumwith blockadedmonopoly:each firmproducing
the monopoly output in its own market.To see why, note that if each firm
producesA/2 in its home market,thereis no incentivefor eitherfirmto enter
the other's market. This can be verifiedfrom (5) when non-negativityconstraintson outputs are included.(Note that when c= 1, a solution to (5) is
xi=y2=A/2;

x2=y1=0.)

In the case that one firm (firm 1, say) opts for a flexibletechnologyand
firm 2 has a dedicatedtechnology,there is the possibilityof one-sidedentry.
If c2?1, there is a blockadedentry into firm2's home market:it detersentry
by producingits monopolyoutput.For c < 1, however,therewillbe equilibrium
entry of firm 1 into firm 2's market.The reactionfunctionsand equilibrium
outcome in this case are obtainedfrom (5) by setting x2 = 0. The profits the
'raider'firm l earn can be denotedby lFr: the raiderincreasesits profits(net
of S) from the monopolylevel, so that nFr + S> nH. The raidedfirmwill earn
less nF- <H M. It can be verified that when S=O, fFr>n m>nl >nF F. This
structureof payoffs is a classic Prisoners'Dilemma,as noted by Roller and
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Tombak (1990). For S small enough, the flexible technologydominatesthe
dedicatedtechnology.Bothfirmsdo betterby 'co-operating'andearningmonopoly profits rlM. However, each has an incentiveto 'defect' by adopting a
flexibletechnology(fIFr> flM) so that in equilibriumboth firms earn fl'F a
Pareto-inferioroutcome.
III. WELFARE ANALYSIS

In this sectionwe calculatethe social welfareloss (SWL)in termsof consumer
and producersurplusrelativeto the first-bestin the two symmetriccases: (1)
puremonopoly,whereboth firmschoose the dedicatedtechnologyand enjoy
an uncontestedmonopolyin theirhome market,and (2) diversifiedoligopoly,
whereboth firms opt for flexibletechnologiesand compete in both markets,
leadingto duopoly. The key point I wish to make is that, with diseconomies
of scope, situation2 can lead to lower social welfarethan situation 1.
In the case whereboth firmschooseflexibletechnologiesand diversify,there
will be two sourcesof SWL as depictedin Figure 1, in additionthe lump-sum

F A

B
Si

D

iC
2xF

FIGURE1. SWL with diversified firms.

cost S incurredby each firm. In additionto the standardSWL triangleAF in
each market,thereis the rectangulararea ABCD reflectingthe strategicinefficiency(SI) arisingfromdiseconomiesof scaleleadingto averagevariablecosts
exceedingzero, plus the purchasepriceof the flexibletechnologyS. Let us turn
firstto the welfareloss triangleAF in each market.This is equal to (PF)2/2
in
each market,so that over both marketsAF= (pF)2, which from (7b) is given
by
(9)

AF(c) = (1 + c)2A2/(3

+ C)2.

As c gets larger,diseconomiesof scope increaseso that outputsfall and prices
rise,,thus increasingthe welfareloss. When c = 1, AF(1) = 1/4, which is equal
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to the pure-monopoly welfare loss, since
inefficiency, this is given in total by
(10)
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PF(1)

= PM.

Turning to the strategic

SI= c(xfyF) + c(x2y[ ) = 2cA2/(3 + c)2.

If we put together these two sources of welfare loss and S per firm, we have
the total:
(11)

SWLF= A2(1 + c2 + 4c)/(3 + c)2 - 2S.

Note that both SI and the total SWLF are increasing in c. If we compare this
to the pure monopoly outcome AM= A2/4, then there will be a range of values
of c for which SWLF exceeds the monopoly welfare loss. Let us take the case
where the flexible technology is free: then we can find the critical value of c*
at which the two losses are equal:
Am= SWLF
A2/4=A2(1

+ c2+4c)/(3

+ c)2.

Hence:
c* =[(160)I/2-5]/6=0.442

(3 d.p.).

For c < c*, the diversified outcome gives a better outcome than the pure-monopoly outcome: for c* < c < 2 the ranking is reversed. Clearly, if there are strictly
positive lump-sum costs associated with the flexible technology, the flexible
outcome can be worse for lower values of c.
How does the total welfare loss break down into its components, the welfare
triangle loss AF and SP. In Table I we compute these values for three representative values of c. As can be seen, the size of the welfare loss due to productive
TABLE I
A COMPARISON OF THE WELFARE Loss
ARISING FROM STRATEGIC INEFFICIENCY
AND THE RESTRICTION OF OUTPUT IN A
DIVERSIFIED DUOPOLY
c

0*25
0 50
075

AF

0 148
0 184
0218

SWLF

SI(C)

0047
0 082
0 107

0 195
0-266
0325

Notes: derivedfrom (9) and (10) underthe assumption
that A = I and S= 0, to 3 d.p. For these values, AM=
0.25.
inefficiency is not small relative to the standard welfare loss triangle: for
0 25< c<0 75, the former is between a third and a half of the latter. If we
include the lump-sum element 2S, then clearly the strategic inefficiency is even
more important.
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NOTES

1. See, inter alia, Andrews (1949), Berry (1974-5), Brunner (1961), Lambkin (1988). This has
been particularly emphasized by proponents of contestability theory (see Baumol 1982), who
focus on the role of 'hit-and-run' entry as a discipline on incumbent firms.
2. The term 'flexibility' has different usages. In the literatures on uncertainty and strategic precommitment, 'flexibility' has to do with the slope of the MC curve for a single output. (See Dixon
(1986) for a discussion and references.) We use theterm to relate to the ease of producing more
types of outputs as opposed to less.
3. This paper will concentrate solely on externalities across markets on the cost side. For studies
of multi-market oligopoly that concentrate on the demand-side linkages, see papers by Bernheim
and Whinston (1990) and Shaked and Sutton (1990).
4. The variable cost element c(x.,y), could be expanded to a more general quadratic form such as
c(Xi +yi)2, and the dedicated technology could itself be quadratic (e.g. cX2 and CY2). In this
case the diseconomies of scope would stem from diminishing returns. This interpretation would
be particularly relevant as a model of inter-industry trade. The form adopted (2) focuses on
the interactive term, and this does not alter the qualitative results.
5. The original definition given in Panzar and Willig (1981) relates to sub-additivity of the cost
function, rather than cross-derivatives on the cost function. The two definitions are not directly
related owing to fixed costs. The Bulow et al. (1985) definition is more directly relevant for this
paper since it relates directly to marginal cost, and hence to the firms' reaction functions.
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